
NEWSLETTER Au beau milieu 

de l’Océan 

Indien !!!

Follow us on youtube:@CyrilFaure-BigGameFishing

      The mid-season milestone has been reached, the 

entire start of the season was marked by exceptional 

weather which was not predictable, then since 

January much more contrasted due to tropical 

depressions forming one behind the other at the east 

of Madagascar and generally taking the southwest 

direction along the Reunion or Madagascar axis. 

    

    And then, you will tell me; this had the 

consequence of bringing us regular rain, a magical 

fact for the island of Rodrigues, but also sea 

conditions that were sometimes not comfortable and 

tiring, forcing us to modify our programs, but our 

clients caught fish and were generally left happy with 

their stays with for some the reservation for next year 

already validated; Many thanks to everyone for your 

trust.



Hawkins in the spotlight once again is not 

customary, we are the only ones to take you there 

and make you experience unforgettable fishing 

sensations, this is the case of the Dossantos family 

accompanied by the Tassin family, rest assured 

without the 7th company...! . 

   Despite health problems, Tassin from the first 

evening on the bench rewarded us with the big one 

of the jigging trip, and all the while mastering which 

commanded the admiration of his son present and 

galvanized the whole team. Indeed the first day had 

been not bad, but not easy because the activity of 

the fish was not frank due to an excessive water 

temperature almost 31° direct effect of EL NIGNO this 

famous episodic current of hot water. This forced me 

to move around a lot during the day to identify the 

hot spot where we would have the maximum 

chance of catching a large Dogtooth Tuna, 

objective achieved.



Hawkins, will still have been up to par with 

varied and numerous fishing, Yellow tuna, 

Wahoo but also Marlin, beautiful varieties for 

Remy, for Bastien large wahoo, Yellow tuna 

and jigging trevally, amberjack, doggies etc. 

Trevally GT for Tassin Junior for whom it was 

the first exo fishing… 



The following group Serge, Béa, Daniel and 

Michael, regulars of L‘Oiseau des Iles II and Rodrigues 

aficionados, had a tour of the big banks on their 

program. We were unable to do Hawkins due to the 

weather but the week of fishing was no less 

magnificent with a first black Marlin for Daniel then a 

blue for Noel who came into the group for the first 

time just that, accompanied by 'a pretty amberjack 

for Serge in the evening on the jigging session, great 

day. 

   

   Rewarded with a nice catch of Yellow tuna in the 

morning will be marked by a big bite of Marlin on a 

konna very close to the boat, certainly a very big fish 

which will be released at the end of the first rush 

Béatrice is already in place on the fishing chair. fight 

ready to fight, that will be for the next time Béa...

 Everyone will have taken their Marlin well done Team.





A Trip that everyone really 

appreciated, great atmosphere, 

some problems with seasickness at 

the beginning then the passion and 

the will tamed the sea accompanied 

by coaching followed and put into 

practice as the drifts progressed, the 

activities became efficient and 

organized producing a large variety 

of pretty fish and above all a 

beautiful Doggy jigging as a highlight. 

The unhooks and breakages on the 

previous doggies are the learning 

and the passing exam for the next 

time in Hawkins.

 The next group came for the first time from 

Corsica for the birthday of Jo, an informed and 

passionate fisherman at the initiative of Jean 

Maxime accompanied by Jean-François and 

Benjamin who wanted to discover heavy Jigging in 

an exotic way, what better place than Rodrigues 

island  for That. Due to disrupted weather 

conditions due, as explained above, to 

depressions and cyclones over Madagascar in the 

Indian Ocean, we decided to modify the program 

with a 3-day jigging trip around the island of 

Rodrigues and the shallows of the wide.



As an aside, the Corsican team, like 

others, trusted us with the supply of jigs 

which have once again proven their 

superior effectiveness to large numbers 

of others provided by the fishermen 

themselves. I myself have chosen a 

selection of models and colors tested 

and approved in view of the superior 

results of these models and what is more 

at very competitive prices which helps 

to avoid exorbitant excess weight in 

suitcases. Take the jigs with us, 

guaranteed results and no unnecessary 

expenses.

CYRIL FAURE LTD

Jean Tac, Rodrigues Island

Tel :  230 5739 18 65  or + 230 5948 2002

Email: defidailleurs@gmail.com

Website:contact@defidailleurs.com

For those who want to join us for a new 

fishing adventure we have availability 

for 2024: 

From October 29 to November 4, 2024 

From December 9 to 18, 2024. 

If you are looking for a gift idea for 

Christmas, why not treat yourself to a 

fishing trip to Rodrigues Island, with 

family or friends, from December 21 to 

30.
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